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Abstract 
\Ve consider reinforcement learning methods for the solution of complex sequential optimization 

problems. In particular, the soundness of tV'lO methods proposed for the solution of partially obsenr-

able problems will be shown. The first method suggests a state-estimation scheme and requires mild 
a priori knowledge, \vhile the second method assumes that a significant amount of abstract knowl

edge is available about the decision problem and uses this knowledge to setup a macro-hierarchy to 
turn the partially observable problem into another one which can already be handled using methods 

worked out for observable problems. This second method is also illustrated with some experiments 

on a. real-robot. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Reinforcement lea.rning (RL) concerns the problem of learning to control a process such tha.t a long-term 
performance criterion is optimized which is defined in terms of some observable, local (or immediate) 
reinforcement values. rvIost RL algorithms assume that the optimization problem can be transformed 
into a r...t1arkoviarl Decision Problem (MDP) and thus enjoy a firm theoretical background which can 
be ascribed to the fact that Bellman's principle of optimality holds in :VlDPs. In order to explain this 
remarkable principle let us first define 1IDPs. A l'vlarkovian Decision Process is completely specified by 
its state, a set of possible actions for each state, a (sometimes stochastic) dynamics which describes the 
evaluation of states under the execution of actions, the immediate rewards that we encounter when a 
state-transition occurs and the "yay immediate rewards should be glued together to yield the long-term 
reward (this can be as simple as adding together the immediate rewards). In mathematical terms, an 
MDP Iv! can be represented by a tuple (X, A, A,p, r, Q), where X is the state-space (this is usually a 
finite set); A is the action-space (typically another finite set); A : X -+ 2A (2A denotes the power set of A) 
determines the set of admissible actions for each state which must be non-empty'; p : X x A x X -+ [0, 11 is 
a transition probability function, p(x, a., y) being the probability that the next state is y given that action 
a. is executed in state xi r : �y x A --+ lEt is the immediate re"\vard function and Q is a rule that prescribes 
the way immediate rewards determine the long-term outcome of an action sequence.'2 Bellman's principle 
of optimality claims that the optimal action in a state is the one whose long-term return is maximal if 
the actions from the next step are always chosen optimally. A MDP carl be thought of as a framework 
for optimal control: the controls are identified by the actions and the (stochastic) dynamics is described 
by the transition probabilities. Vlhen a system that can be modeled by an l'vIDP is controlled the state 
of the system can be either observable or unobservable (hidden) to the controller. In the unobservable 
case the controller observes only a (typically not one-to-one) function of the state and should control the 
system using this restricted information only. Most basic RL algorithms are developed for finite-size (and 
even small), observable :VlDPs since these are mathematically very attractive. 

In contrast, most real-world applications can only be represented by models in which observability 
does not hold, nor is the size of the model small and sometimes the model is not even finite. The following 
list shows common situations where RL has alread�y found good applications or may found applications 
in the future. 

lUnlcss ot.herwise noted, for most or t.he development.s in t.his paper we will assume that. A(x) = /I holds ror all x in 
·which case A ' ... ·il1not be mentioned explicitly. 

2 Specifically, Q : lRx x lRx xA --+ lRx xA. Par example, if the rule is to take the expected value of the sum of the immediate 
rewards then [Q("V,r)](x,a) = r(x,a) + L:yEx p(x,a,y)v(y): here the value v(y) of the generic function "V represents the 
long-term reward when the decision process is started in y. Usually, Q is not listed in the definition of :vrDPs as it might 
be fixed otherwise. 



Simulation setup (games, combinatorial optimization with guided local search). Here the dynamics of 
the controlled process (for ganICs, dynamics are the rules of the game; for combinatorial optimi:;;ation� 
dynamics are the rules describing the possible next configurations of a given configuration) are known, the 
state information is observable (for board games this is llsually the state of the board, for combinatorial 
optimization it is the actual configuration in the search space). For games a simple choice for the 
immediate reinforcement values could be: the reinforcement is + 1 when the optimizer wins, -1 when 
it looses the game and zero otherwise, the long-term reward being the sum of the immediate rewards. 
Learning to optimize the long-term reward means then the identification of a mapping from the states of 
the game to the set of possible actions (moves) that yields a dynamical behavior which results in a win 
\vhenever it is possible and in a losing only when there is no way to \vin or to make a drmv. Similarly, in 
the optimization setup, a.':iSuming that we seek the maximum of f, one might choose a reward equal to 
j(x) when x is a configuration \vhkh is a "local maximum" of j, and 0 otherwise. The learning process 
then identifies a strategy to guide the local search such that the global maximum is reached from any 
given initial state. For applications of RL in games and combinatorial optimization see [17, 20, 14, 2, 1]. 

Applications of RL in the simulation setup are interesting since these problems are usually too big 
for computing their solutions explicitly, i.e., the state or actions spaces of these problems have billions of 
elements. 
Autonomous robots. Imagine an indoor robot with a set of sensors that bring information to the robot 
about its immediate neighborhood. Assume that the robot is assigned a specific task, e.g., hoovering the 
floors. The robots state is determined by the actual configuration of the building(!) including e.g. the 
intentions and "states" of people vwrking in the building, or the position and orientation of the robot 
within the building. Clearly, most of the details of such a state-description would be irrelevant from 
the point of view of the task to be performed by the robot. The robots actions can be as low-level as 
the application of a unit current to one of its DC-motors. The irnrnediate-revvard function could be the 
amount of garbage hoovered by the robot at the actual moment in time, \vhile the long-term reward could 
be the average amount of garbage hoovered by the robot during its life-time. For applications of RL in 
robot-learning domains see e.g. [6, 8, 9, 5]. 

Here the states are unobservable1 the state-space and action-spaces are infinite, time is continuous, 
the precise form of the state-dynamics and observation-dynamics (this is the way a state-sequence is 
transformed to an elementary observation, e.g., sensor-value) are unknmO\rn. 
Process optimization or optimal control (e.g. [7]). Imaginc a factory that produces goods. The 
optimizer can control the production process through variolls means. The immediate reinforcement 
value is the immediate income minus the immediate costs. The long-term value could be the expected 
discounted sum of the immediate values. This would actually represent the present value of future 
incomes assuming that the inflation ratio does not change over time. Another example comes from the 
optimiljation of continuous control processes� e.g. to maximilje the average yield of a bioreactor. In this 
class of examples the state and action spaces are typically non-countable, states are unobservable, the 
dynaxnics is partially known. Time can be either discrete or continuous. 

Interestingly, the nice properties of RL methods seem to transfer to these more complicated setups. 
Of course, in these applications the bask methods are extended with some tools. Some of them are listed 
next. 
Factored representations (see e.g. [16]). Often a, priori knowledge is available about tbe independence 
of OIle part of the description of the state from another part. The state of an object distant from the robot 
does not (usually) change as a result of some action performed by the robot. Factored representations can 
be exploited e.g. to reduce the memory-requirement of the storage of a representation of the dynamics. 
Function approximators (e.g. [15, 19]). Central t.o RL algorithms are value-functions. A value function 
is a function that renders real-numbers (values) to states. The number associated ,vith a state represents 
tbe long-term value of a policy or tbe best possible long-term value that can be acbieved from tbe given 
state. In this latter case the value-function is called the optimal value function and is denoted by v' 

(v' : X -+ iR, where X is the set. of st.ates). Most RL algorithms operate by modifying a value function to 
incorporate some new information which is usually given in the form of a transition (XL, at, Yl; rd. Here 
Xt is the state (of the s�ystem) when action at is applied to the s�ystem, Yt is the resulting state, and rt is 
the irnrnediate reinforcement associated \vith the traxlsition (Xtl at, Yt). Bellman's principle of optimality 
yields that the knowledge of the optimal value function and the dynamics are sufficient to find an optimal 
policy or action-selection mechanism [4]. Unfortunately, since the state-space )( is usually infinite, value 
functions cannot be stored (represented) in a tabulated form - one must use function approximators. 
Unfortunately, most fUIlction approximation algorithms are suited for the estimation of a fixed function. 
In the case of RL, however, the values of the function to be estimated (i.e. the optimal long-term values) 
are not available for direct measurement, but they are usually estimated on the basis of the CU1'rent 



(and thus imprecise) estimate of the value-function. This brings in new complications to the estimation 
procedure. As to day, linear function approximators of the form aT <b(x), where c/> : X ---+ lEkn is a fixed 
function (q, is called the feature-function) are known to work with RL algorithms [19]. However, often, 
memory-baBed neural networks are used in RL algorithm with pretty good success [10]. 
Observers (e.g. [5]). Control theorists use filters or observers to estimate the state if it is unobservable. 
These observers usually require knmvlcdge of the dynanlics and exploit the vector-space properties of the 
�tate-space. In RL there is usually no natural vector-space repre�entation of the state-space (although; 
one could probably work with "features" or embed the state-space into a vector-space in another ,va:r ). 
Nevertheless, exploiting some other a priori knowledge of the task to be solved, good observers which 
recover the part of the state y,rhich is important in solving the task can be designed by hand. Then RL 
is used on top of the output of the observers as the output of the�e were the true states. This method 
is routinely used in autonomous robot domains. Automatic construction of observers; hmvever, is a 
non-trivial open question. A specific case of this problem will be treated in Section 2. 
Macros (see e.g. [18, 13, 5, 11, 3]. Macros are local-controllers (or policies) usually associated with 
performing some snbtask of the original task. The attribute "local" denotes that the associated controllers 
are assumed to perform '�.rell only under some restricted conditions. These conditions are thought to be 
part of the definition of macros. rvlacros are interesting as they can provide means to both state and time
abstractions if macros can be launched only under specific circumstances (called the precondition of the 
macro) and once they are launched they continue their working until another condition is met (this may 
indicate that the subgoal associated with the macro is satisfied or that some specific emergency situation 
occurred which requires the interruption of the macro or that another macro became recently available 
for execution). State and time-abstractions yield a "higher-level" description of the task and thus can 
promote knowledge transfer from one subtask to another. Ivlacros have been shown to be invaluable for 
speed-up plaJlning and learning [13, 12]. Also macro-hierarchies are being built which are hoped to boost 
up the learning/planning processes even more �ubstantially. In Section 3 we �hO\v that a certain robust 
design method suggested in [5] is sound. 

2 THE PREDICTABILITY OF OBSERVATIONS AND THE 

RECOVERY OF OPTIMAL POLICIES 

The follmving folklore is "videly believed mnong RL people: choose a representation that makes things 
predictable (in terms of the chosen representation). Then learn a model on top of the representation and 
use it in your decision making strategy as if it were the true model. You will end up with a reasonable 
policy. 

In this section y,re show that this folklore is correct in a certain restricted setting. 
First, we need some definitions. Remember that a POJ\.1DP is a 6-tuple, IvI = (X, A , p; r,g, Y), where 

(X, A , p,r) is a MDP and g: X -+ Y is a.ll observation funet·ion and Y is the observation space.' 

DEFINITIO)! 2.1 Given a POMDP lvi, a function X : Y x A x ... x Y -+ E is called a finite-memory 
state-estimator. 

A state-estimator X gives us the estimate of the current state Xt via ht = X(Yt, at-" Yt-" at-'2, ... ,Yt-n)· 
In terms of X we can only check if it enables to predict future "states:', ba..'ied on the present state

estimate and action: 

DCFINITIO)! 2.2 Let X be a finite-memory state-estimator. We say that X recovers the Markov-property 
(or simply, X is Marko,,) if 

Prob(X(y"Ot-1,Yt-1,··· ,Yt-n) = h' I 0t-1 = 0, 
X(Yt-l, at-2, Yt-2,···, Yt-n-d = h,1it-d = 

Prob(X(Y" Ot-1, Yt-1, ... , Yt-n) = h' I 0t-1 = 0, 
X(Yt-l, at-2, 1)t-2,···, Yt-n-d = h), 

and simUa1'l:IJ for the the reward stream; for all r E lEk we require 

Prob(rt :'S r IOt-1 = a, X(Yt-1, 0t-2, Yt-2, ... , Yt-n-1) = h, 1I.t-1) = 

Prab(r, :'S r I 0'-1 = a, X(Yt-1, 0'-2, Yt-2,···, Y'-n-tl = h). 

(1) 

(2) 

3More generally, y could be a stochastic mapping. For simplicity, however, we do not consider stochastic observations 
here. 



He,,.e Ht-I is the hist01'y-space defined by the val-tables Yt-I, at-2, ... , Yo (actually, Ht-I should be the 
u-algcbra generated by the random variables Yt-l, at-'l"", Yo)· 

That is, if X recovers the Markov-property then the next value of ht can be predicted on the basis of 
its current value and the action to be executed. Armed \vith this definition, the original question is 
reformulated in the following way: can \liTe use fl.t as if it \vere the true state and solve for the optimal 
policy provided that X is 11arkov? Before answering this question, hmvcvcr, let us first consider the 
problem of testing if X recovers t.he Markov-propert.y. 

If we know t.hat. a finit.e-lengt.h memory is sufficient t.o predict t.he next. stat.e (i.e., if t.here exist.s m > (J 
such that Prob(xtlat_I, ht-I, at-2,···, ht-m) = Prob(xtlat_I, Ht-I)) then (without the loss of generality 
assuming n:C; m) (1) is equivalent to 

�illce 

Prob(h, = h' 1 a'-I = a, h,-I = h, a'-2, h,-2, ... , hl-m) = 

Prob(ht = h' 1 at-I = a, ht-I = h) 

Proh(ht = h' 1 at-I = a, ht-I, Ht-d 
Prob(x(yt, ai-I, Yl-I,···, YI-n) = h' 1 a'-I = a, hi-I, H,-I) 
Proh(X(g(Xt), at-1, Yt-1, ... , Yt-n) = h' 1 at-1 = a, ht-1, Ht-,) 
Prob(X(Y(Xt ), at-I, Yt-I,···, Yt-n) = h' 1 at-I = a, ht-I = h, at-2, ht-2, ... , ht-m) 
Prob(ht = h' I at-l = a, ht-1 = h, at-'2, ht-'2, • . .  , ht-m). 

(3) 

That is, the property under consideration of X can be checked by estimating the probabilities in (3) from 
the observations and using some tests (e.g. a t-test or a test ba.':ied on Hoeffding's inequality ). A similar 
test can be used for the rewards. 

If 'fl., the length of the IIlemory that suffices to predict the future is not knmvn a priori then one can 
test successively each n > O. Namely, given a positive number, Tn > 0 one should check if 

and 

Prob(ht = h' 1 at-I = a, ht-I = h, at-2, ht-2, ... , ht-m) = 

Prob(ht = h' 1 at-I = a, ht-I = h) 

Proh(rt < r l at-1 = a,ht-1 = h,at-2, ht-2, ... ,ht-m) = 

Proh(r,. < r 1 a'_1 = a, h,_1 = h) 

hold. If the test is pa.."sed, one increasesm. One can choose the sample-sizes in the tests snch that if n, 
the history size is smaller than sufficient then the repeated application of the tests will fail when Tn is 
large enough. Then the history size (n) should he increased. In this way, the correct order of the history 
size can be estimat.ed with large probability.4 

For deterministic problems, (3) reduces to checking if there exists some function J : X x A --+ X S.t. 

J(h"a,) = h'.+1, or 

(4) 

If the rewards are also deterministic then (2) reduces to checking if 

(ht-1, at-1) M rt (5) 

is a function.5 If this function exists it ,vill be denoted by f. 
�ow, let us return to the original question. For simplicity, we will consider deterministic problems, 

when the transition probability function, p is represented by some transition function (or dynamics) 
5: X xA --+ X6 

40f course, this method is not very practical, but from a theoretical point of vie"v it is still interesting. Also, the method 
could be made more practical e.g. if a factored representation of the state-space is available. 

"Here we have exploited the a."\sumption that the reward a.ssociatcd with a transition (x,a,y) docs not depend on y. 
Hmvever, this assumption could be easily removed. 

6The identification of transition functions and transition probabilities goes as follows: to every J we may assign a 
transition probability function PeS such that. p,\"(x, a, x'} = 1 if and only if oCx, a) = x'. 



First, we need some technicalities. Assume (for simplicity) that the r...t1DP is connected in the seIlse 
that for all x E X there exists a state x' E X and an action a' E A such that 5(x', a') = x.7 

�ow, let us extend the dynamics 15 to action sequences: 

6(x; a, ... an) �f 6( . .. 6(6(x, a,), a2) ... ' an). (6) 

Then one can easily show (e.g. by induction) that for all x there exists a state Xl and an action sequence 
a� � . .. , a� such that l5(xl; a� ... a�) = x. 

\Ve will find it convenient to define 

(7) 

to represent the ObSC1'lIcd hist01'Y of the process when the action sequence al � . . .  � an is executed starting 
from state x.R 

'low, let us define 7 : E -+ 2x (2X denotes the power-set of X) by 

7(h) = {x E X 1 3 x', a; ... a�: X(S(x';a; ... a",)) = h, 8(x';a; ... a",) = x}, 

i.e., 7(h) denotes the states of X at which the state-estimate h could have been observed. 
The :.'vlarkov property of X can now be expressed a..'l followR: 

• for all x, x', al, ... , an, a�, ... , a� and a, 

and 

x(S(x;a, ... a.,,)) = X(S(x';a; ... a",)) � 
X(S(8(x; a,), a2 ... ana)) X(S(8(x'; a;), a; ... a�a)) 

• for all x, x', al, ... ,an, a�, ... ,a� and a, 

x(S(.r,;a, ... an)) = X(S(x';a; ... a�)) � 
r(8(x;a, ... a.,,),a) r(8(x';a; ... a",),a). 

The maps J and f can be defined by 

5(x(S(x;a1 ... a,,)), a) 
f(X(S(x; a, ... an)), a) 

X(S(8(x; ad, a2 ... ana)). 
,·(6(x; a, ... an), a). 

If a memory length of n is sufficient to predict the future then E = l' x (A x 1')n-1 with 

X(Yt, at,··· ,Yt-n) = (y" at,···, Yt-n) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

is Markov. The proof of this is trivial and is omitted. However, this is not the only one Markov 
state-estimator. Indeed, if X is a Markov state-estimator and h, h' E E are such that for all a E A, 
5(h, a) = 6(h', a), f(h, a) = f(h', 0) (i.e., if the outward connections of hand h' are identical) then hand 
h' can be "drawn together" to yield a new state-estimator. This new state-estimator will be Markov, too. 

DEFINITIO)! 2.3 The HtateH x', x" E X are called twin-HtateH, if A(x') = A(x"), and for all a E A(x'), 
r(x',a) = r(x", a) and 6(x',a) = 5(x", a). 

The following proposition shows that the unification of twin-states does not change the optimal value 
function. For the sake of simplicity in the rest of the section we will restrict ourselves to the discounted 
optimality criterion. 

PROPOSITION 2.4 If x' � xl! are twin states then there exists an optimal policy 7r* such that 7r* (x') 
7r*(x"). 

7In a stochastic context the phrase corresponding to "connected" "lOuld be "communicating". 
"'Tn order X to be tOLally consistent with the underlying observation stream we must also require that ht 1--7 Yt be a 

mapping, although this property "vill not be exploited through the following developments., \Vhen this mal2ping exists it 
could be denoted by g. Also we may require X to be self-consistent. This means that "vhen 6(h; al ... an) = 6(h'; a� ... a�) 

then also X(S
g,

p,(hjal ... an)) = X(Sg
,
J(h'ja'l ... a�!)) should hold, where Sg}

, is the obvious generalization of S to the 
observation - state-transition mapping pair (g� 8). 



Proof: Let Jr be an optimal policy. Then, by Hmvard's policy improvement theorem, the greedy im
provement of Jr (let us denote it by Jr"' ) is also optimal. Further, Jr*(x') = axgma.-xaEA(xl)(r(x'�a) + 
iV, (0 (x', a))) = argmaxaE A(x") (r (x", a) + '(V, (0 (x" , a))) = 7r' (x"), where the second equality holds since 
Xl and x" are twin-states. Q.E.D. 

The next proposition is the main result of this section and shows the importance of the 11arkov 
property of x. 

PROPOSlTION 2.5 Assnme that X is Mar·kov. Then the optimal policy with ,·espect to ]1;1 indnces an 
optimal policy in .ij,f. 

Proof: First, we show that for every state x, action sequence a1 , . • .  , an and stationary policy 7r of NI 
there exists a policy ir of M such that 

vrr(5(x;al ... a,,)) = Vii(x(S(x;a, ... a,,)), (1 1) 

where Vlr is the evaluation function associated with IT in the original J\IDP, and Vir is the evaluation 
function associated with ir in the MDP defincd by M = (E, A,p" Pl. 

Let Xa = o (x ;a, ... an) and ho = x(S(x;a, ... an)). Further, let X;+ 1 = o (x;;7r (x;)) and h;+1 = 

5(h;,7r(x;)), i :,. O. It is sufficient to prove that r (x;,7r (x; )) = f(h;,7r(x,)), i :,. O. By the Markov 
property of X, hi = X(S(Xi-n-l;bi-n-l ... bi-l)) and Xi = 5(Xi-n-l;bi-n-1 ... bi-I). Here bt repre
t;entt; the action at time -n 2. t: b_j = an-j+l, j = 1, 2, . . . ,n and bj = Jr(Xj), j 2. o. Similarly� 
Lj = 5(x;a, . .. a" _J+ ,), j = 1,2, ... ,n. Therefore, by the definition of f (see (10)), i'(h;,b;) = 

i'(X(S(X;-n-l; b;-n-l ... b;-,)L b;) == r(J(X;-n-l; b;-n-l ... b;-I), b;) = r(x;, b;), i :,. 0. 
The reverse of the above statement, i.e., that for every state x and action sequence 0.1, . . . , an, and 

every stationary policy ir of 1,1 there exists a policy" of I'vI such that (11) holds, can be proved in 
an entirely analogous manner (just now \ve should choose bi = if(hd) . )Jow let's pick up an optimal 
policy 1.' of K1 and some initial path (x; 0" • • •  an). Let 7r be the policy in M that satisfies (11) and let 
h a = X (S(x ; 0" • • •  an)). Then 

vii,(ho) vrr(5(x;al .. . 0,,,)) 
< v'(6(x;a, ... a,,)) 

vn,(o(x;a, ... a,,)) 

Vii' (S(X(x; a, ... an))) 

Vii' (ho), 

\vhere Jr* denotet; an optimal policy in Ai and if'" is the corresponding policy in AI. The above inequality 
cannot be strict since this \vould yield that if'" is sub-optimal in ho. Therefore 

vrr(5(x;al ... a,,)) = v'(5(x;al ... an)) 

meaning that 7f is optimal in 1'1 at state 6(x; a1 ... an). 

Since M is assumed to be connected, each state of A1 can be \vritten in the form of 5(x; a1 ... an) 

with some x and a1 ... an, meaning that for any initial state Yo E X if ho is consistent with Yo then the 
actions returned by ir' will be optimal in l'vI. (Of course, in practice one needs to wait for n steps before 
j'IJ. and M become synchronized.) Q.E.D. 

3 MACROS AS A ROBUST DESIGN METHOD FOR SOLV

ING POMDPS 

Consider a POMDP M = (X, A, A,p, r, g, Y), where A: X -+ 2A determines the set of admissible actions. 
The following design was suggested in [5]: Choose an observer (</>, h, T, F), </> : T x Y -+ F, h : T x Y -+ F, 
where the ne\v observation it is given by the recursive equations et+ 1 = ¢( et � Yt), it = h( et, Yt). Further � 
choose a set of macros II = {(7f1,D1,S1)� ... ,(7fn,Dn,sn)}' where 7fi : Di --+ A is an admissible local 
policy, D; � F, and B; : F -+ {a, I} which returns zero outside of D; (B;(1) = ° if f t(c D;). D; is called 
the domain of policy 1Ii and Si is a function indicating that macro 1Ii is read�y to be launched. \Ve will 
denote by d; the characteristic function of D,. 

In each time-step, there is a single macro that is being executed, called the active macro. The execution 
of the macro with index i means that at time step t, the action Jri(ft) is carried out. The follo\�ling rule 
holds for the switching of macros. The active macro cannot be replaced by another one, unless one of 
the following conditions is satisfied: 



1. The current macro finished its working, i.e., it 9! Di. In this case those macros \vill be available for 
execution for 1,vhich .'31 (it) = 1. 

2. s;(it) = 1 for some macro, for which s;(ft-tl = 0 holds as well, i.e., a macro became available for 
execution in the last step. In this case the current macro and the macros that just becaIne available 
,",yill be available for execution. 

Care must paid in the design process so that there always exists a macro available for execution. 

PROPOSl'l'ION 3.1 The above restriction on the macro-selection can be represented as another POMDP 
with action set II. 

Proof: Consider the PO:VlDP IVI = (X x T x F x rr, II, fr, p, T, g, F x F x rr), where rr = {I, 2, ... , n}. Let 
us assign to each state (x, e', J, j) of this new POMDP the following symbols: l' = h(e, g(x)), s; = s;(1'), 
s; = s; (1) (with a slight abuse of notation) and di = d; (1 '). e' of the current state is intended to represent 
the most recent value of e used in the observer (,p, h, T, F) and f is used to cache the previous value of 
h(e, y). The set of admissible actions (macros in this case ) for state (x, 8', J, j) consists of those policies 
?r; for which (.5; = 1 &.5; = 0) or (d; = 1 & i = j) or (dj = 0 & S; = 1). The non-7,ero elements of the 
transition probability function p are defined as follows: 

fit (x, e', f, j), ?r;, (x', e", j',j')) = p(x, ,,;(h(8', g(.T,))), y), (12) 

where 8" = <P(8', g(x)), l' = h(8', g(x)) and j' = i. The observation function ii is defined by fI( (x, 8',1, j)) = 

(1,1', j). Q.E.D. A semi-Markov [131 representation is also possible. 

In such a representation macros can be executed for more then one time-step. Therefore they must all 
provide t\VO sets of conditions: terminating and start ones. In our case the terminating condition of a 
macro could be the following: a macro \vith index i continues to work until another macro \vith index 
j becomes available for execution and while it is available for execution. The start-condition of macro 
i is identical to the condition 8i = 1.9 This semi-T\Tarkov representation shows that "time-abstraction:' 
oecurR here. However appealing this Remi-J\'larkov representation may be it iR not really suitable for our 
purposes since macros would need to monitor the start conditions of other macros which is somewhat 
unnatural. 

The previous proposition shows that using this method, macro hierarchies can be built up, i.e.� the 
POMDP lIi[ of Proposition 3.1 can be taken as a starting point for another transformation with a different 
(higher level) macro set. That is, the use of macro actions can be viewed as a kind of transformation of 
POMDPs. 

The purpose of these transformation is to arrive at a kind of "robust" PO::'viDP for which a �·tradi
tional" RL method could work. 

DEFINITIO)! 3.2 An MDP M = (X,A,p,r) is said to be robust if the optimal solution of (X,A,p,r) 
is the optimal solution of M if p and fi agree on their non-zero elements: p(x, a, y) # 0 if and only if 
fi(x,a,y) # o. The set {(x,a,y) :p(x,a,y) # O} is called the support of p. 

Typical robust 1\.1DPs are the goal-oriented ones when the optimizer receives a non-zero terminating 
reward upon reaching a set of special (goal) states. The requirement of optimality in the above defini
tion could be relaxed to "acceptable", enabling a larger set of robust MDPs. Before we give the main 
proposition of this section we need another definition. 

DEFINITIO)! 3.3 Let us consider a goal-oriented POMDP M = (X,A,p,r,g, Y), where r: Y x A -+ {D, I} 
(rewards depend only on the observations and actions) and assume that there exists a positive number 
f such that for all (y, a, V'), either Prob(y' I a, y, h) :;> E holds for all t :;> 0 and almost all history h, or 
Prob(y' I a, y, h) = 0 holds for all t :;> 0 and almost all history h. Assume further that the MDP (Y, A,p, r) 
is robust, where p is any transition probability function which satisfies ply, a, v') :;> E if Prob(y' I a, y, h) :;> E 

and fi(y, a, y') = 0 if Prob(y' I a, y, h) = 0 and that the optimal solution i1 induces a solution of the original 
POMDP. Then, I\I[ is .<aid to be practically observable. 

This definition and the next proposition reveal our wish to transfer P01vIDPs into a form \vhose obser
vations can be treated as states without the loss of solutions. 

tiThe condition that s\lIlitching among macros is only possible \",hen a macro \vhich was not available in the previous step 
becomes available may seem too restricting. The purpose of this is to reduce the frequency of decision-situations. This 
condition could be removed without effecting any of the previous and subsequent results. 



, find a 
ball 

have a ball 
I hit the stick I 

Figure 1: Sllbtask decomposition example. 

Bingo! 

The main task of hitting the stick with a ball is first broken up into two subproblems: get a ball and then 
hit the stick with the ball. Then these are again decomposed into smaller subtasks which can already be 
accomplished by simple controllers. The bubbles show the subtask� the rectangles with rounded corners 
show the conditions under which the solution of the given subtask is sensible and the shaded rectangles 
shmv the macro-actions. The arrO\vs show the ideal flmv of working, in practice other transitions are also 
possible and do exist. �ote that the "explore" macro-action is used twice in the ideal flow of \vorking. 
One particular maintenance (or rescue) subtask is not shown to preserve the clarity of the figure but this 
task is very important to satisfy the requirement that there always exists an admissible macro. 

PROl'OSl'l'ION 3.4 Let 'Us consider· a pmctically observable POMDP, M. Then, the model-based RL algo
'rithm, which "estimates" the tmnsit'ton p'f'Ouabil'ities p (as given in defin'ition 3.3) by sample means and 
computes the optimal policy for the "estimated rnodef7 convc1'ges to a policy wh'ich solves the POMDP 
M, provided that evenJ (y, a.) -pair i8 vi8ited infin.itely often.. 

Proof: The proof follows from the observation that if p, = (�1 + ... + �,)/t is the sample mean of 
6, · . ·, 6, . . . , where the random variables �i E {a, 1} are conditionally independent, and P, = Prob(6 = 

1) then lim inft--+= Pt :2: lim inft--+oo Pt and lim SUPt_+x Pt :::; lim SUPt--+oo Pt- Therefore, after an initial 
period the support of the estimated tra.nsition probabilities will coincide with that of jj. Then, by the 
robust.ness of III, t.he est.imated optimal policy will be an optimal solut.ion t.o IvI which (by assumpt.ion) 
will induce a solution of the original POMDP M. Q.E.D. 

The above proposition together with Proposition 3.1 provide us a route to solve PO:VlDPs by designing 
an appropriate observer and a set of macros such that Proposition 3.4 is applicable for the POMDP whose 
action set consists of the set of macros (as described in Proposition 3.1). 

In [5] such a design was carried out for a mobile-robot learning task with a standard Khepera robot. 
The task of the robot was to grasp a ball and hit the stick, standing in the corner of the "arena", with 
it. The problem is very difficult due to the limited sensory information available for the robot. Figure 1 
�hO\vs the suggested subtask decomposition hierarchy ,vhose basic macro-actions \vere implemented by 
hand. Different RL learning algorithms were tried to learn the optimal "s\vitching" among these macros. 
It was found that the learnt policy could complete the task before timeout 90 % of the time, which 
,vas comparable to the performance of a hand-crafted policy. For a more detailed description of these 
experiments see [5]. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

First, some limitations of the basic RL algorithms and some methods to overcome these limitations 
were reviewed. Problems related to partial observability were then considered in detail. In particular, 
for certain deterministic problems, it was shown that the :'prediction is sufficient for optimal behavior:' 
principle is valid. It would be interesting to extend these results to general stochastic problems. Next: 
the soundness of a design method that transforms general P01'IDPs into solvable ones using a p'rio,,.i 
knowledge, sub-ta."ik decomposition and macro-actions was shown. Although RL methods seem to have 
reached a complexity already sufficient for many true-world applications, much work remains to be done 
to solve issues related to the automatic discovery of sub-task decompositions on the basis of partial 



solutions. 
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